cayao ) or Guaman Poma's ranked brackets of makers of the knotted-cord records called quipu (or to be correct in modern Quechua orthography, khipu ), noble ladies, and so on. How can we tell whether such schemes prescribe ideal categories of myth, ritual, and ideology, or describe social practice?
For example, the Quechua manuscript of Huarochirí (probably 1608) details many hierarchies, but it speaks in the idiom of myth. Do its rankings allegorize real social practice at the time of writing? Or do the "gods and men of Huarochirí" represent a scheme of pre-Columbian culture that was only a memory in the post-Toledan setting of forced resettlement villages? How can we tell when categories like ayllu are old lexical bottles holding new semantic wine, 1 and when they express ongoing continuities? This essay illustrates one way to connect mythic representations with practices. Using a new source, we will analyze one paradigm of rank and identity in Huarochirí, namely hierarchy within gender complementarity, as expressed in an onomasticon. Statistical analysis and onomastic study can wring new kinds of information from an important document genre, the visita or tribute inspection. Methodologically, the point is general and not just Andean. The Annales school taught historians how to elicit from accumulations of economic data systematic patterns of societal change that the writers themselves could hardly see. Archives can also be seen as accumulations of verbal, that is, linguistic, data. As we find similarly systematic means to follow linguistic traits, these too reveal patterns of changesometimes in elusive areas of cultural habit. The point is to treat the linguistic attributes of historical sources (in this case, lexical ones) as parts of their historical testimony, rather than simply as less or more transparent media. Linguistically linked historiography may yield subtle and yet verifiable indices revealing how societies reproduced and changed themselves by deploying devices of discourse.
The Ideology of Highland/Valley Complementarity and Its Gender Metaphor
Societies on the Pacific slope of the Central Andes saw themselves as partnerships between lineages of highland pastoralist origin, identified with male huacas (revered object or place) incarnated in snowcaps, and lineages of valley-based agriculturalists, identified with valley-based female fertility huacas. (The term huaca is a Spanish rendering of a Quechua word denoting any place or object held to embody a superhuman being.) In the Huarochirí province and adjoining areas, 3 dialectical union connecting the powers of the heights (storm and water) with those of the valleys (soil and vegetation) was often mythicized as a sexual union or sibling pairing between invading male water deities and deep-seated,
